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DESCRIPTION
 

5-drawer large-volume tool trolley with electronic badge

World first: Large-volume tool trolley with magnetic badge. 
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Replace your keys with an electronic badge because a badge is more secure, more practical and faster than a key. 

Tool trolley recommended by major aeronautical accounts. 

5-Drawer version: 1 x 64 mm, 2 x 104 mm, 1 x 152 mm, 1 x 254 mm. 

OPERATING PRINCIPLE: 

For accessing the tool trolley's content: 

1) Hold the badge in front of the lock so you can be identified. 

2) Press on the lock with the badge and open the drawer. 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

- Badge with Mifare Classic 1k and 4k protocol (sectors available if a client badge has to be used).

- Tool trolley supplied with 2 ready-to-use badges.

- Option: possibility of buying additional badges (reference 41CARD).

- Opening/closing mechanism made of Zamak®, given for a lifetime of 30,000 cycles.

- Locking by card = central locking 

- Standalone lock (supplied with 4 batteries 1.5V AAA supplied) 

- Resetting possible if the badge is lost. 

TAMPERPROOF: 

- More secure than a conventional key (copy, loss or deterioration),

- No risk of breaking the lock (built into the upright),

- Exclusive individual SAM coding. 

COMFORT: 

- Intuitive, easy and fast opening,

- Resistant to humidity (IP55, T°: -20°C to +70°C),

- Credit-card format badge. 

LONGLIFE: 

- of the mechanism = 10 year at a rate of 10 openings / day. 

ECONOMICAL: 

- Pooling of the tool trolley between several operators with a badge,
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- If a badge is lost, a copy can be made quickly. 

PRODUCTIVITY: 

- Quick access to your tools in less than one second. 

OPTION AND ACCESSORIES (available on request): 

- Standalone encoder with LCD display for programming your own badges,

- Additional badges. 

YOU WANT TO GO EVEN FURTHER (available for quotation): 

- Smart tool trolley with access management and control system,

- Permanent inventory of tools.

SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    TOOL TROLLEY 41 - 5 DRAWERS - WITH MAGNETIC BADGE - RED

   Sales reference    415-SAB

   Weight (kg)    75.5

   Width (mm)    834

   Height (mm)    1000

   Number of drawers    5

   Depth (mm)    510

   Guarantee    Stainless steel

Guarantee applied

O | SAM TOOL guarantee.
Guarantee without time limit on the tools used under normal conditions.

>> Find out more
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